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	Broadband Telecommunications Handbook, 9780071398510 (0071398511), McGraw-Hill, 2002
THE  BLOCKBUSTER OVERVIEW OF  BROADBAND
Updated and Expanded to Reflect the Latest Technologies!
Whether you’re a “techie” or a business executive, getting a top-to-bottom understanding of broadband – the kind that will pay “real world” dividends at work -- has never been easier! In this straightforward, jargon-free volume, renowned communications expert and master instructor Bud Bates breaks down every broadband technology and explains it by function. Bates subjects each technology to the three essential questions:
* What is it?
* What will it do for me?
* What it is going to cost me? 

No matter what your role in the telecommunications field, whether you’re a network administrator or marketing manager, you’ll get all the latest coverage in communications, from basic concepts to advanced topics. Not theory, but the practical info you need to make the right choice and get the job done right the first time

This second edition has been updated to include the latest technologies, including:
* MPLS
* 2.5G/3G Wireless
* GPRS
* MMDS
* And more

With over 200 detailed illustrations and a logical building-block organization, the Handbook considers the concept of a technology, looks a deployment and cost issues, and then describes the use of technologies as they are implemented. Bates gives you exactly what you need to survive and prosper in today’s complex, budget-conscious communications arena.

If you want a reference that goes beyond theory to provide wide-ranging, practical coverage of the latest telecom technologies and their application – your search ends with Broadband Telecommunications Handbook, 2/e.     

       About the Author
   R. J. "Bud" Bates is the president of TCIC. With nearly three decades of communications and computing experience, he is recognized as one of the industry’s foremost experts. An instructor for major telecommunication companies such as Nortel, Fujitsu, and others, he has authored several books, including Disaster Recovery Planning, Disaster Recovery for LANs, Wireless Network Communications Client/Server Internetworking, and Voice and Data Communications Signature Edition, all published by McGraw-Hill. Bates resides in Phoenix, Arizona.       
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Forensic Engineering InvestigationCRC Press, 2000
Forensic engineering is the application of engineering principles, knowledge,
skills, and methodologies to answer questions of fact that may have legal
ramifications. Forensic engineers typically are called upon to analyze car
accidents, building collapses, fires, explosions, industrial accidents, and various
calamities...

		

Medicine Across Cultures: History and Practice of Medicine in Non-Western CulturesSpringer, 2003

	This work deals with the medical knowledge and beliefs of cultures outside of the United States and Europe. In addition to articles surveying Islamic, Chinese, Native American, Aboriginal Australian, Indian, Egyptian, and Tibetan medicine, the book includes essays on comparing Chinese and western medicine and religion and medicine. Each essay...


		

MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a MS Windows Server 2003 AD Infrastructure, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2006
Get in-depth exam preparation for the updated Exam 70-294, a core MCSA/MCSE exam for Windows Server 2003-and build real-world job skills. Includes case studies, troubleshooting labs, and more.

Active Directory directory service provides a single point of network resource management, allowing you to add, remove, and relocate users and...




	

Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in VB 2005Apress, 2006
Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in VB 2005 is the VB 2005 version of the author's best-selling and highly-reviewed Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in C#. Renowned author Matthew MacDonald shows you VB 2005 programmers how to design flexible, user-friendly Windows interfaces. And you'll learn the...


		

The Cognitive Dynamics of Computer ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A groundbreaking, unifying theory of computer science for low-cost, high-quality software
    

    The Cognitive Dynamics of Computer Science represents the culmination of more than thirty years of the author's hands-on experience in software development, which has resulted in a remarkable and sensible...


		

The Design and Analysis of Efficient Learning Algorithms (ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award)MIT Press, 1992

	Approaches to building machines that can learn from experience abound - from connectionist learning algorithms and genetic algorithms to statistical mechanics and a learning system based on Piaget's theories of early childhood development. This monograph describes results derived from the mathematically oriented framework of computational...
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